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Clustering Wikipedia articles 
 

Wikipedia’s articles are exported every night into XML files and made available here: 

http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/ 

This is an amazing data set. Since it’s edited and organized by humans, many articles remain insufficiently or 

incorrectly grouped and taxonomized within Wikipedia. We will try to run clustering on these articles to extract the 

related articles that could potentially help the editors group the related articles on the Wikipedia website.  

Before attempting to cluster, we need to extract the documents and vectors from the XML format. Fortunately, 

Mahout has a Wikipedia dataset creator class that can read the XML format and output each individual article in a 

SequenceFile format. The extractor can also select the documents matching a certain category.  

For the purpose of this experiment, we will extract out all documents in the Science category. First, download 

the latest dump of page-articles.xml.bz2 file from the above website. Extract it to a local directory and 

upload it to the HDFS. Assuming the Hadoop environment variables are set, run the Wikipedia extractor as follows: 

 
echo "science" > categories.txt 
bin/mahout seqwiki –c categories.txt –i articles.xml \ 
  –o wikipedia-seqfiles –e 
 

This will select all documents from the articles’ XML that have a Wikipedia category exactly matching the word 

science and write those articles to a SequenceFile. Thus, we can run the SparseVectorsFromSequenceFile 

job over this output and create the Wikipedia TF-IDF vectors. Then we can run any clustering algorithm on top of 

it. This whole process will take quite a while. 

Once you have successfully run clustering, you may wish to experiment with the clustering algorithm in order to 

observe the effect of, say, choice of vector representation. Recreate the vectors as a 

SequentialAccessSparseVector with the –seq flag in the dictionary vectorizer. This will run faster than the 

RandomAccessSparseVector, which is created as default. 

Once you are confident enough in clustering the Wikipedia sample set, extract the full data set  and vectorize it 

as follows as follows: 

 
bin/mahout seqwiki -all –i articles.xml –o wikipedia-seqfiles 

 Unless you have access to a powerful Hadoop cluster, this may take up a whole a day on one machine. One 

option is to run it on the cloud as we will see next. 
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Running Wikipedia clustering on Amazon Elastic Map Reduce 
One cheap way to explore Mahout in all its glory is to purchase Hadoop cluster time from in the cloud providers, 

like Amazon’s Elastic MapReduce. For those who are comfortable with the Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR) 

service, Mahout algorithms could be run as follows: 

 Upload the Mahout job file to an Amazon S3 bucket. 

 Provide the path to the job file as the jar file. 

 Give the full class name of the driver class of the algorithm that needs to be run, say, 
org.apache.mahout.clustering.kmeans.KMeansDriver and the parameters. 

 Give the input path of the Wikipedia Vectors file stored on a S3 bucket and output path on the S3 bucket 
where clusters need to be written.  

 Give other required parameters for MapReduce, like the number of machines. Remember, each compute unit 
is charged by the hour; a large cluster quickly eats up your wallet. 

 Just run the algorithm. Follow the same procedure to generate vectors directly using the EMR service by 
uploading the sequence file instead. 

At the time of writing, it took an eight-node cluster about an hour to convert Wikipedia SequenceFiles into 

vectors. The clustering time depends heavily on the initial centroids, the distance measure, the number of clusters, 

and, of course, the number of machines available to work on the computation. But, always remember, the 

computation is not free. 

Summary 
To showcase the ability of Mahout clustering to scale, we tried to cluster the largest public database available 

today, the English Wikipedia. Since the process was slow, we took a quick look at how multi node clustering could 

be performed on the cloud using the Amazon Elastic MapReduce service. 
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Hadoop in Action 
Chuck Lam 
 

 

The Cloud at Your Service 
Jothy Rosenberg and Arthur Mateos 
 

 

Real-World Functional Programming 
Tomas Petricek with Jon Skeet 
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